Service Bulletin

Ref. No. 2RR-0007 (J099)  
<Date> June 20, 2019

Subject: Firmware upgrade ([Print in White & Black] 선택시 지원)  
(Upgrade Pack Ver_V1.06)

Model: P8060cdn

Classification: Field measures  
timing: [ ] At Set Up  [ ] Next Visit/Service Call  [ ] Next Periodic Maintenance  [ ] Information only
Phenomenon: [ ] SC/Error  [ ] Paper Feeding/Conveying  [ ] Other  
[ ] Image  [ ] Machine operation
Type of change: [ ] Hardware  [ ] Firmware and Software  [ ] Information

Refer to the next page for content of changes.

Type  IRIS PRINTER  Program No.  VER.  Remarks

Upgrade Pack Ver.  2RR_V1.06  New upgrade

MAIN  2RR_3000.001.220  001.220
MMI  2RR_7000.001.218  001.218
PANEL MAIN  2ND_7200.001.015  001.015
ENGINE  2RR_1000.003.101  003.101  New upgrade
LANGUAGE MLT  2RR_81XM.001.205  001.205
BROWSER  2RR_F000.001.003  001.003
DICTIONARY MLT  2ND_CA00.001.002  001.002
MLTCOLORTABLE  2ND_GZ00.001.004  001.004
ESPECIAL  ES_SKIP.ON  --------

ENHANCE
PF-7100/7110  3RB_9000.002.001  002.001  500x2/1500x2
PF-7120  3RL_9000.001.008  001.008  SIDE DECK
DF-7110/7120  3RW_9200.006.002  006.002  4K/1K  New upgrade
PH-7A/B/C/D  3NK_9A00.005.001  005.001
BF-730  3ND_9700.007.002  007.002
MT-730(B)  3N0_9800.004.001  004.001
JS-7100  N/A  N/A

For the person who has assigned as a responsibility to access in this new site, it will be possible to download from New Cabi-Net site (ALL / PJ)  
When upgrading firmware or replacing PWB, etc., please upgrade each firmware (MAIN, ENGINE, MMI, etc.) to the latest version at the same time.

Field Measure: Upgrade the firmware to the latest version when the above phenomenon occurs.

First implemented timing at factory: Planned in June 2019 production
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Support when [Print in White & Black] is selected | If [Toner is Empty] is displayed while enough toner resides in the toner container when [Print in White & Black] is selected in [Color Toner Empty Action], the toner empty is not cleared unless replacing the applicable toner container. Change is made as follows.  
[Change] 
[Shake Toner Container] is displayed on the operation panel depending on residing toner amount. If not recovered with this action three times continuously, it is transitioned to [Toner Low]. |
| 2  | Corrective measures for the C4600 (LSU cleaning motor error) detection | At the time of the LSU cleaning, if the cleaner is pinched by the rail at the edge, the load to return might be large and it might not return within the specified time. Then, C4600 might be detected. Change is made as follows.  
[Change] 
The drive is changed to apply larger drive torque for 120ms after the cleaner reverses. |
|    | Enhancement unit | |
| 1  | Common use of firmware | Change is made for corrective measures for the failure in other series models (No influence to this series models) |